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review of modality and tense: philosophical papers - review of modality and tense: philosophical papers
steven t. kuhn department of philosophy georgetown university this is a collection of kit fine’s nontechnical
papers in metaphysics and the philosophy of language. recent work on essence is omitted, as are papers in the
philosophy of mathematics and on mixtures, compounds and aggregates. tense, modality, and semantic
values - rutgers university - tense, modality, and semantic values jeffrey c. king uc davis section 1:
introduction here is a rough sketch of what i take to be an attractive, albeit naı¨ve, picture (its attractiveness i
take to be obvious; its naivete´, though perhaps also obvious, will be discussed shortly). a primary purpose of
a semantics for a natural combining philosophical theories of time and modality - of tense and
generates the modal analogue to that argument. the argu ments show us what the philosophical options are in
both cases. two pairs of metaphysical positions are legitimated - namely the tenseless theory and present ism
with respect to time, together with modal real ism and actualism with respect to modality. the question is thus
... combinations of tense and modality for predicate logic - stefan wÖlfl combinations of tense and
modality for predicate logic received 11 october 1996; revised 22 september 1997 abstract. in recent years
combinations of tense and modali seminar: modality - ted sider - seminar: modality karen bennett, ted
sider, spring 2014 goldwin smith 158, tuesdays2:40–4:35 revised description we will discuss several recent
articles and books on modality. requirements the metaphysics of modality - spotlorado - first-order tense
logic 36 possibility semantics for quantified s5 40 chapter 3: the de re/de dicto distinction two kinds of formula
46 quine’s view 48 eliminating de re modality 53 counterpart theory 55 objections to counterpart theory 62
chapter 4: metaphysics for the semantics semantics and explanation 68 realism about worlds 75 god and
modality: an excursus on the ontological proof - modality is a broad ranging field and has taken on many
forms since its inception. in fact, as of late, there are seven tentative divisions of this logic: conditional,
epistemic, doxastic, tense/temporal, dynamic, deontic, and alethic. the work at hand will analyze modality
purely under the form of alethic logic, that is to say, the logic of
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